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www.sshrishti.org

Committed to Creating A Better Tomorrow

Introduction of SShrishti


“Education is like a
weapon which we use
to change the world”



SShrishti was registered
as a non-profit
organization in 2003.



Sshrishti means creation
and we are committed to
create tomorrow for
underprivileged children
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Vision of SShrishti
“To make a literate India
where each child
enjoys the childhood
with love and laughter,
learning and preparing
for a life of dignity.
To fight social inequity
and ensure each child
gets his or her
birthright”

Aims and objectives


To build child rights awareness



To provide educational and recreational
facilities of high quality,
To prevent children from dropping out
of school, by offering them guidance
and remedial studies.





To offer vocational training to make
them self-sufficient and to ensure
community participation



To provide healthcare through regular
check up by doctors.



To assimilate our students in the
government schools and continue to
provide support through remedial
studies.



To spread computer literacy to villages

by opening computer learning
centres.
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Achievements
Total students in SShrishti learning centers
391

Jai hind Camp=86, male 43 and female 43, Total teachers…5
SShrishti Learning centre= 108, Male 69 and Female 36, Total
teachers…..5 teachers including Alicia
Ladli= 197, male and Female, total teachers…..6
Computer centers
Patauda (Haryana).. 400
Geja ( Noida) 40 students
Varandavan (UP) 33 students
Surana (Rajasthan) 450 students

Remedial classes
Total students=27, Male 20 and female 7,
Total teachers…2

Achievements








17 students passed in
NIOS
All students passed
last year
Additional staff has
been appointed
New computer centers
have been opened
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Challenges





Lack of community participation
Absenteeism / unpunctuality/ irregularity
Children’s health , hygiene and education
Coordination between staff

Roles and responsibilities of a teacher














Strong determination and
dedication towards the education
of underprivileged children
Sensitize parents through
community outreach programmes
Mobilize children in the
community
Provide conducive atmosphere in
the classroom
Punctuality and regularity
Contributing to the mandate of
SShrishti
To help new staff members
To maintain cleanliness of the
premises and create a friendly
environment
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How to make classroom more interesting













Beginning of the classroom:
good morning songs, indicate
dress or colors etc
Date/month/day
Teacher should write clearly on
the blackboard for example (what
comes between- After)
Use of English words ( may I
mam, excuse me, sorry etc)
teachers should focus on it
Teachers sitting position in the
classroom, way of talking,
reaction to the children’s
questions and answers
Way of teaching ( Look at the
blackboard, what is this
etc..children do not know
whether teachers is asking or
answering)
Teachers should focus on the
themes ( my family, Bank,
courier services, post office)

How to make teaching more interesting







Hindi akshar mahal, shabad
mahal, kahani mahal, meri
kahani
My story
Teachers are not allowed to
beat children by using copy,
pencils etc and not allowed to
throw copies at the children
while giving children HW or
CW. Good manners are learnt
by seeing the actions of the
teachers.
Teachers log book and note
book to be maintained











Coordination among teachers
of SShrishti
Teachers are welcome to
share their ideas, skills and
knowledge with other staff of
SShrishti
To put more emphasize on
innovative teaching
Mobile phones are not
allowed in the classroom
Proper time schedule for the
classroom to be followed
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We are a family
making efforts to change
the lives of many children
living in slums

Any questions
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